WILDE BROS.
ENGINEERING LTD.
43N Broadway Raymond, Alberta T0K 2S0
Office: 403-752-0180
Fax: 403-752-0191
22 June, 16

GTR Turf
298, côte Saint-Nicholas
Saint-Colomban, QC
Canada J5K 1M2
Attention:

Jacques Zara

Re:

Letter of Reference - Town of Raymond Victoria Park

Product:

PowerBlade Elite 2.5

On behalf of the Town of Raymond, Wilde Bros. Engineering Ltd. represented the Town in designing
and installing a synthetic grass field with an accompanying running track. It was the highlight project
of the small community for many years to come. GTR was instrumental in making the project a reality
right from the bid process. Jacque Zara represented GTR extremely professionally and in a practical
manner to help the Town of Raymond get the best product for the best value.
GTR's attention to detail and special consideration to quality control made the installation process
extremely smooth, and as a result, the Town of Raymond has received an incredible playing surface
for many years to come. All of the players, coaches, athletes, and community members have been
impressed with the facility, and especially the high quality of the final product. The Powerblade Elite
2.5 has been a superb product and every user has been enjoying the full benefits of the surface.
Previous professional hometown athletes have been impressed with the quality of the product
comparing it to their own experiences with artificial turf.
As the consultant/project manager it has been a pleasure working with Jacques Zara/GTR in all
facets of the project. From start to finish GTR has gone the extra mile and delivered over and above
on every promise and request. Their exceptional standard of care and treatment of every detail has
impressed not only the Town of Raymond administration, project managers, councilors, but also the
general public. Personally, I owe Jacques Zara/GTR much thanks and gratitude to taking the whole
project to completion in a flawless manner and to maintain such a high quality the entire way.
Everyone involved in the project is extremely proud of the facility and it shows in the workmanship
provided by GTR.
I would not hesitate to recommend GTR for any project and are very pleased with the care provided
to ensure the success of our project. Should you have any questions regarding the project please
contact Mark Boltezar at (403)-752-0180.

Sincerely,

Mark Boltezar, E.I.T.
Wilde Bros. Engineering Ltd.

